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ABSTRACT
This paper compares, through analysis and simulation, a
number of multichannel MAC protocols for wireless net-
works. We first classify these protocols into 4 categories
based on their principles of operation. We then examine
the effects of the number of channels and devices, channel
switching times, and traffic patterns on throughput and de-
lay. Our study focuses on a single collision domain.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.5 [Computer-
Communication Networks]: Local and Wide-area Networks—
Access schemes; C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Modeling
techniques.

General Terms: Algorithms, Design, Performance.

Keywords: Multiple channels MAC, Multi-channel MAC,
Wireless MAC protocols, Simulation, Analysis, Comparison.

1. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have proposed protocols that exploit the mul-

tiple channels available in 802.11 and other wireless networks
to increase capacity. These protocols are for networks in
which orthogonal channels, such as disjoint frequency bands,
are available. Using a multichannel MAC protocol, different
devices can transmit in parallel on distinct channels. The
parallelism increases the throughput and can potentially re-
duce the delay, provided that the channel access time is
not excessive. Protocols differ in how devices agree on the
channel to be used for transmission and how they resolve
potential contention for a channel. These choices affect the
delay and throughput characteristics of the protocol.

There have been only limited studies compare these proto-
cols under identical operating conditions. In this paper, we
compare several existing and one new multi-channel MAC
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protocols. As may be expected, different protocols are prefer-
able depending on the operating conditions. Our objective
is to contribute to the understanding of the relative merits
of different designs. We first use analytical models to gain
insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the various pro-
tocols. We then use simulations to obtain more accurate
comparisons assuming more realistic traffic patterns. We
consider only the case of a single collision domain where all
the devices can hear one another.

In Section 2, we describe the protocols that we compare in
this paper. Section 3 presents simplified analytical models
of the protocols. Section 4 discusses the numerical results
that result from the analytical models and compares the
performance of the protocols. Section 5 describes results of
simulations of more realistic models of the protocols. Section
6 concludes the paper with some comments about the lessons
of this study.

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROTOCOLS
There are many variations on multichannel protocols. Our

first step is to classify them based on their general principles
of operation. We then describe representative protocols of
the different classes. We also comment on the many varia-
tions that have been proposed for such protocols.

2.1 Principles of Operation
Devices using a multichannel MAC protocol exchange con-

trol information in order to agree on the channel for trans-
mitting data. In single rendezvous protocols, the exchange of
control information occurs on only one channel at any time.
That single control channel can become the bottleneck un-
der some operating conditions. Multiple rendezvous proto-
cols allow multiple devices to use several channels in parallel
to exchange control information and make new agreements.
This approach alleviates the rendezvous channel congestion
problem but raises the challenge of ensuring the idle trans-
mitter and receiver visit the same rendezvous channel.

In the subsequent sections, we describe the following pro-
tocols and their variations:

1. Dedicated Control Channel (single rendezvous us-
ing 2 radios): devices use one radio to constantly mon-
itor the control channel.

2. Common Hopping (single rendezvous using 1 ra-
dio): devices hop together quickly and stop upon agree-
ment for transmission.



3. Split Phase (single rendezvous using 1 radio): devices
periodically tune to the control channel together.

4. McMAC (multiple rendezvous using 1 radio): trans-
mitter jumps to receiver’s slow hopping sequence.

2.2 Dedicated Control Channel
Every device has two radios. One radio is tuned to a

channel dedicated to control messages; the other radio can
tune to any other channel. In principle, all devices can over-
hear all the agreements made by other devices, even during
data exchange. This system’s efficiency is limited only by
the contention for the control channel and the number of
available data channels.
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Figure 1: Basic operations of different MAC ap-
proaches.

Fig. 1(a) illustrates the operations of Dedicated Control
Channel. In the figure, channel 0 is the control channel
and channels 1, 2, and 3 are for data transmission. When
device A wants to send to device B, it transmits an RTS
(request-to-send) packet on the control channel. That RTS
specifies the lowest-numbered free channel. Upon receiving
the RTS, B responds with a CTS (clear-to-send) packet on
the control channel, confirming the data channel suggested
by A. The RTS and CTS packets also contain a Network
Allocation Vector (NAV) field, as in 802.11, to inform other
devices of the duration for which the sender, the receiver,
and the chosen data channel are busy. Since all devices listen
to the control channel at all times, they can keep track of
the busy status of other devices and channels even during
data exchange. Devices avoid busy channels when selecting
a data channel.

Examples of this approach include DCA (Dynamic Chan-
nel Allocation) [10], DCA-PC (Dynamic Channel Allocation
with Power Control) [11] and DPC (Dynamic Private Chan-
nel) [12].

The major advantage of Dedicated Control Channel is
that it does not require time synchronization–rendezvous
always happen on the same channel. The disadvantage of
this protocol is that it requires a separate control radio and
a dedicated channel, increasing cost and decreasing spectral
efficiency when few channels are available.

2.3 Common Hopping
In this approach, devices have only one radio. Devices not

exchanging data cycle through all channels synchronously.
A pair of devices stop hopping as soon as they make an
agreement for transmission and rejoin the common hopping
pattern subsequently after transmission ends.

The Common Hopping protocol improves on Dedicated
Control Channel in two respects: 1) it use all the channels
for data exchange; 2) it requires only one transceiver per
device. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), the hopping pattern cycles
through channels 0, 1, 2 and 3. When device A wants to send
to device B, it sends an RTS to B on the current common
channel. If B receives the RTS properly, it returns a CTS on
the same channel. Devices A and B then pause hopping and
remain on the same channel during data transfer while the
other idle devices continue hopping. When they are finished,
devices A and B rejoin the common hopping sequence with
all the other idle devices. It is possible that the common
hopping sequence wraps around and visits the channel A and
B are using before they finish data exchange. Idle devices
sense the carrier and refrain from transmitting if it is busy.

While A and B are exchanging data, they are unaware of
the busy status of the other devices. Hence, it is possible
that a sender sends an RTS to a device that is currently
busy on a different channel. Another issue with this ap-
proach is that devices hop more frequently. State-of-the-art
integrated circuits implementations of tri-mode 802.11a/b/g
radios require only about 30µsec for its voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) to settle [13], but commercial off-the-shelf
802.11b transceivers require about 150 to 200µsec to switch
channels [4]. Considering that an RTS in 802.11b takes only
about 200 − 300µsec, the hopping time penalty is not neg-
ligible. The approach also requires devices to have tight
synchronization. Examples of this design approach include
CHMA (channel hoping multiple access) [8] and CHAT (Chan-
nel Hopping multiple Access with packet Trains) [9].

2.4 Split Phase
In this approach, devices use a single radio. Time is di-

vided into an alternating sequence of control and data ex-
change phases, as shown in Fig. 1 (c). During a control
phase, all devices tune to the control channel and attempt
to make agreements for channels to be used during the fol-
lowing data exchange phase.

If device A has some data to send to device B, it sends a
packet to B on the control channel with the ID of the lowest
numbered idle channel, say, i. Device B then returns a con-
firmation packet to A. At this point, A and B have agreed
to use channel i in the upcoming data phase. Once commit-
ted, a device cannot accept other agreements that conflict
with earlier agreements. (Note that when hidden nodes are
prevalent, the sender and the receiver might have a very dif-
ferent view of which channels are free. A more sophisticated
agreement protocol is then needed, as proposed in [6].)

In the second phase, devices tune to the agreed channel
and transfer data. The protocol allows multiple pairs to



choose the same channel because each pair might not have
enough data to use up the entire data phase. As a result,
the different pairs must either schedule themselves or con-
tend during the data phase. In the analysis, we assume that
at most one device pair can be assigned to each channel, so
there is no need for scheduling or contention. In the simula-
tions, we assume random access as suggested in MMAC [6].

The advantage of this approach is that it requires only
one radio per device. However, it requires time synchro-
nization among all devices, though the synchronization can
be looser than in Common Hopping because devices hop
less frequently. Examples of this approach are MMAC [6]
and MAP (Multichannel Access Protocol) [2]. Their main
difference is that the duration of the data phase is fixed in
MMAC whereas it is variable in MAP and depends on the
agreements made during the control phase.

2.5 Multiple Rendezvous
Multiple rendezvous protocols differ from the previous

three in that multiple device pairs can make agreements si-
multaneously on distinct channels. The main motivation is
to overcome the single control channel bottleneck. However,
since there are multiple rendezvous channels, special coor-
dination is required so that two devices can rendezvous on
the same channel. One solution is for each idle device to fol-
low a “home” hopping sequence and for the sending device
to transmit on that channel to find the intended receiver.
Examples of this approach include SSCH (Slotted Seeded
Channel Hopping) [1] and McMAC [5].

In SSCH there are as many hopping sequences that each
device can follow as there are channels. Each sequence is
uniquely determined by the seed of a pseudo-random gen-
erator. Each device picks multiple (e.g., 4) sequences and
follows them in a time-multiplexed manner. When device A
wants to talk to B, A waits until it is on the same channel as
B. If A frequently wants to talk to B, A adopts one or more
of B’s sequences, thereby increasing the time they spend on
the same channel. For this mechanism to work, the sender
learns the receiver’s current sequences via a seed broadcast
mechanism.

In McMAC, each device picks a seed to generate an inde-
pendent pseudo-random hopping sequence. When a device
is idle, it follows its default hopping sequence as shown in
Fig. 1 (d). Each device puts its seed in every packet it sends,
so its neighbors eventually learn its hopping sequence. For
simplicity, devices are assumed to hop synchronously. The
hopping can be made less frequent than Common Hopping
to reduce the channel switching and synchronization over-
head. When device A has data to send to B, A flips a coin
and transmits with some probability p during each time slot.
If it decides to transmit, it tunes to the current channel of
B (e.g., channel 1) and sends an RTS. If B does not reply
with a CTS, either due to an error or because B is busy,
then A tries again later by coin flips. If B replies with a
CTS, both A and B stop hopping to exchange data. Data
exchange normally takes several time slots. After the data
exchange is over, A and B return to their original hopping
sequence as if there was no pause in hopping.

SSCH and McMAC are similar in that they allow devices
to rendezvous simultaneously on different channels. In the
rest of the paper, we focus on McMAC as an example pro-
tocol in this category.

2.6 Protocol Variations
In this paper, we compare four generalized approaches to

designing multi-channel MAC protocols. An actual protocol
includes fine adjustments that deviate from the generalized
scheme. Instead of incorporating all possible variations of
the four schemes in our analysis and simulation, we briefly
mention several proposed improvements and discuss their
effects qualitatively.

For Dedicated Control Channel, it is possible to use the
control channel for data transfer when all other channels
are busy. For Split Phase, adaptation of the duration of
data and control phases was proposed by [2]. [6] suggests
advertising the number of packets for each destination in the
rendezvous message to achieve better load balancing across
channels. We have tried to optimize the values of the control
and data phase durations in our simulations, but the results
are omitted due to space constraints.

3. SYSTEM MODEL AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe and analyze simplified models

of the protocols. The objective of the models is to enable
numerical comparisons of the performance characteristics of
the protocols under identical operating conditions. The fol-
lowing simplifications are made for all the protocols:

1. Time is divided into small slots, with perfect synchro-
nization at slot boundaries;

2. Upon making an agreement, the devices can transmit
only one packet (one may think of a ”packet” as the
amount of data that can be transferred per channel
agreement);

3. The packet lengths are independent and geometrically
distributed with parameter q (i.e., with mean 1/q);

4. Devices always have packets to send to all the other
devices; in each time slot, an idle device attempts to
transmit with probability p.

The first simplification enables us to use discrete time
models. The second one reduces the efficiency of all the
protocols since it requires a new agreement for every packet.
The third simplification is needed to construct simple Markov
models. We use the fourth simplification to identify the
throughput of the protocols.

These simplifications allow us to form a Markov chain
whose state Xt is the number of communicating pairs at
time t. When Xt = k, 2k devices are involved in data trans-
fer while the other N − 2k devices are idle. The maximum
number of pairs is bounded by the number of MD of data
channels and bN/2c, half the number of devices. Accord-
ingly, the state space of Xt is

S := {0, 1, . . . , min(b
N

2
c, MD)}.

The number MD of data channels is equal to M for all ap-
proaches except Dedicated Control Channel for which MD =
M − 1 since a channel is reserved for control.

A state transition happens when new agreements are made

or existing transfers end. Let S
(i)
k and T

(j)
k respectively de-

note the probability that i new agreements are made and
the probability that j transfers terminate in the next slot
when the state is k. The state transition probability pkl



from state k at time t to l at time t + 1 can be expressed as
follows:

pkl =

k
∑

m=(k−l)+

S
(m+l−k)
k T

(m)
k . (1)

In this expression, m is the number of transfers that termi-
nate and its value is between (k−l)+ and k. At least (k−l)+

transfers should terminate to have l pairs in the next slot and
k is the maximum number of terminating transfers. Also,

the probability T
(j)
k that i transfers finish when the system

is in state k is given by the following expression:

T
(j)
k = Pr[j transfers terminate at time t|Xt−1 = k]

=

(

k

j

)

qj(1 − q)k−j .
(2)

Equation (1) is further simplified in the single rendezvous
protocols such as Dedicated Control Channel or Common

Hopping because S
(i)
k = 0 for all i > 1. Indeed, at most

one additional pair can meet in the next slot in a single
rendezvous protocol. Accordingly, for such protocols, the
equation becomes

pkl = T
(k−l)
k S

(0)
k + T

(k−l+1)
k S

(1)
k (3)

where T
(j)
k = 0 when j < 0.

The average utilization ρ per channel can be obtained as

ρ =

∑

i∈S
i · πi

M
(4)

where πi is the limiting probability that the system is in
state i and S is the state space of the Markov chain. One
obtains πi by solving the balance equations of the Markov
chain. We then derive the total system throughput by mul-
tiplying ρ by the channel transmission rate and by MD, the
number of data channels.

3.1 Dedicated Control Channel
Devices constantly monitor the control channel and keep

track of which devices and data channels are idle. When a
device has packets to transmit to an idle receiver, it sends an
RTS message for that idle receiver on the control channel.
If it hears the RTS, the receiver replies to the sender with
a CTS. Then both the sender and the receiver tune to the
agreed channel to start transmission.

An agreement is made when exactly one idle device at-
tempts to transmit an RTS on the control channel. Hence,

the success probability S
(i)
k in the next time slot, given that

k pairs are communicating in the current slot, is:

S
(i)
k =







(N − 2k)p(1 − p)(N−2k−1), if i = 1;

1 − S
(1)
k , if i = 0;

0, otherwise.

(5)

The transition probabilities (3) can be rewritten as fol-
lows:

pkl =















0 if l > k + 1

T
(0)
k S

(1)
k , if l = k + 1;

T
(k−l)
k S

(0)
k + T

(k−l+1)
k S

(1)
k , if 0 < l ≤ k;

T
(k)
k S

(0)
k if l = 0.

(6)

We obtain the system throughput Rd as

Rd = (M − 1)Cρd (7)

where C is the channel capacity and ρd is the data channel
utilization that we calculate using (4); the subscript d refers
to the Dedicated Control Channel approach.

3.2 Common Hopping
The analysis of this protocol is very similar to that of

the Dedicated Control Channel, but with three differences:
1) devices do not track the status of each other; 2) some
slots are busy and unavailable for control messages; 3) the
switching penalty is incurred whenever a device hops.

3.2.1 Information about Other Devices
Even if an RTS is sent without collision, the receiver may

not respond because it might be busy on a different chan-
nel. When a device is sending or receiving, it cannot keep
track of others. At best, idle devices can keep track of the
agreements that others make. However, this information
becomes stale once the devices become busy. We approxi-
mate this situation by assuming that the sender selects the
receiver uniformly out of N − 1 other devices and that the
probability that the selected receiver is not busy is N−2k−1

N−1
.

3.2.2 Busy Slots
The protocol can make a new agreement only when the

current common hopping channel is idle. We model this
effect by considering that the probability that idle devices
can use a given slot to make an agreement is (M − k)/M
when k channels are busy.

Combining the effects described in the previous two points,

the success probability S
(i)
k now becomes:

S
(i)
k =







(N − 2k)p(1 − p)(N−2k−1) N−2k−1
N−1

M−k
M

, if i = 1;

1 − S
(1)
k , if i = 0;

0, otherwise.

(8)

The factor N−2k−1
N−1

in (8) is the probability that the receiver
is one of the N − 2k − 1 idle devices other than the trans-
mitter among the other N − 1 devices. The last term M−k

M

is introduced to represent the chance that the common hop-
ping channel is busy when k channels are busy.

3.2.3 Channel Switching Penalty
Let ts and tp denote the duration of one slot and the chan-

nel switching penalty respectively. One slot in the Common
Hopping protocol has duration t′s = ts + tp. Since the hop-
ping penalty does not occur when devices transmit data in
the other schemes, we can think of each slot as being slightly
longer in Common Hopping, which results in a higher packet
termination probability q. To make a fair comparison, one
should choose q′ = q ·

ts+tp

ts

. The system throughput Rc is
as follows:

Rc = MCρc (9)

where C is the channel capacity and ρc is the utilization of
the system that can be calculated using (4). The subscript
c denotes Common Hopping. Note that the multiplier is M
instead of M − 1 in Dedicated Channel.

3.3 Multiple Rendezvous
We analyze McMAC [5] in this section. In McMAC, each

device has a home pseudo-random hopping sequence de-
fined by a seed. Eventually, through broadcast, every device
knows the seed of the other devices and can determine their
home channel at any given time.



In McMAC, a device is unaware of which devices and
channels are idle. We assume that any idle device is equally
likely to have any channel as its current home channel and
that these home channels are independent. When a device is
idle, it attempts to transmit in the next time slot with prob-
ability p. In that case, the device chooses another device at
random and goes to its channel.

To make j new agreements the following conditions must
hold:

(1) The number A of devices that attempt to transmit
should be at least i.

(2) The devices attempting to transmit should be on a
channel without other attempts. Let O denote the
number of channels where those isolated attempts take
place; we call these channels “one-attempt channels.”

(3) The channel where a device attempts to transmit should
be idle. We designate by I the number of idle channels
among the O one-attempt channels.

(4) Designate by J the number of transmitters out of I
can find a receiver that is idle and does not attempts
to transmit. Then J = j.

We compute the probability S
(i)
k by conditioning on the

values of O, I and A. We can write

S
(j)
k =

∑

o,i,a

P [A = a]P [O = o|A = a]P [I = i|O = o, A = a]

× P [J = j|I = i, A = a, O = o]

• P [A = a] =
(

N−2k

a

)

pa(1 − p)(N−2k−a) for a ≥ i;

• P [O = o|A = a] is the probability that o devices out of
a are in a channel without other attempts given that
a devices attempt. This probability is the same as
the probability that o urns out of M contain exactly
one ball after we throw a balls independently and uni-
formly in M urns. If we let Y n

i be the number of
urns with i balls at the n-th throw, then (Y n

0 , Y n
1 ) is

a Markov chain and the probability distribution of Y a
1

can be computed recursively over n = 1, . . . , a from
the transition probabilities of that Markov chain.

• P [I = i|O = o, A = a] is the probability that i chan-
nels out of o one-attempt channels are idle, which is
equivalent to the probability that exactly o − i out of
o one-attempt channels are busy. Recall that k out of
M channels are busy. We pick k busy channels out
of M uniformly and also pick o one-attempt channels
out of M uniformly, independently of each other. The
intersection of the two sets corresponds to busy one-
attempt channels. The conditional distribution of I is
given by

P [I = i|O = o, A = a] = P [I = i|O = o] =

(

k

o−i

)(

M−k

i

)

(

M

k

) .

The first equality comes from that I and A are con-
ditionally independent given O. The denominator is
the number of ways to select k busy channel out of M .
The numerator is the number of ways to select o − i
one-attempt channels among k busy ones and to select
i one-attempt channels among M − k channels.

• We approximate the probability that a sender that at-
tempts to transmit alone in an idle channel finds its
receiver by ps = N−2k−a

N−1
. Moreover, we assume that

the i transmitters are independently successful in find-
ing their receivers. Let J be the number of successful
senders who are alone in an idle channel and are able
to find their receiver successfully. Then,

P [J = j|I = i, O = o, A = a] = P [J = j|I = i, A = a]

=

(

i

j

)

pj
s(1 − ps)

(i−j).

3.4 Split-Phase Approach
In Split-Phase, time is divided into alternate control and

data phases with durations c and d, respectively. Let R(n)
be the throughput of the n-th period. By ergodicity,

lim
n→∞

∑n

i=1 R(n)

n
→ Rs

where Rs is the expected throughput per period of the Split
Phase approach.

We designate by Kn the random number of agreements
made during the n-th control phase and we define

φc
i := P (Kn = i), for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , γ := min

(

c, b
N

2
c

)

.

(10)
The above probability can be computed using the following
recursive relationship on the duration c:

φc
i = psucφ

c−1
i−1 + (1 − psuc)φ

c−1
i , (11)

where psuc is the probability that an agreement is made in
a slot. Note that φc

0 = (1 − psuc)
c.

Let R(i, d) denote the average throughput in the dura-
tion of d when i agreements are made in the control phase.
Then the channel utilization ρs can be computed using the
following equation:

ρs =
1

(c + d)M

γ
∑

i=1

φc
iR(i, d). (12)

The system throughput Rs is

Rs = MCρs (13)

where C is the channel capacity.
The throughput R(i, d) when i new agreements are made

in the control channel cannot be larger than Md. If we
assume perfect distribution of i agreements over M chan-
nels, each channel has either l or l + 1 agreements where
l := b i

M
c. Since the packet size is geometrically distributed,

the channel that has l agreements can be utilized up to

min
(

∑l

j=1 Yj , d
)

slots where the Y ′
j s are geometrically dis-

tributed random variables. Therefore, the averaged through-
put can be upper-bounded as follows:

R(i, d) ≤ (M−r)E

[

min

(

l
∑

j=1

Yj , d

)]

+rE

[

min

(

l+1
∑

j=1

Yj , d

)]

(14)
where r is the number of channels with l + 1 agreements.
Thus (M − r) is the number of channels with l agreements.



The right side of (14) is an upper bound since we assume
perfect alignments among l pairs or l+1 pairs in each chan-
nel. The real throughput can be smaller due to collision
among l pairs. However, we can use the right side as an
approximation when the value l is small.

If c is too short, the multiple channels may not be utilized;
On the other hand, if c is too long, the packet may suffer
the long delay and under utilization. Therefore, choosing
appropriate values for c and d is crucial to the performance
of this scheme.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the different protocols using

the analytical models that we described so far. Several ap-
proximations were made in the analysis presented in the pre-
vious section. To verify that such approximations are rea-
sonable, we compared the analytical results to Monte Carlo
simulations of the protocols. We call this set of simulations
SimLite to distinguish them from more sophisticated sim-
ulation scenarios to be introduced later. We also vary the
parameters such as the number of channels, channel switch-
ing time, number of devices and so on to observe their effects
on the throughput.

We created two simulation scenarios: 802.11b and 802.11a.
In the 802.11b scenario, there are 20 devices, 3 channels, and
each channel has a data rate of 2 Mbps. In the other, there
are 40 devices, 12 channels with a rate of 6 Mbps each. The
packets generated have a random length with a geometric
distribution with average length of 1 KB or 10 KB. One
should think of the packet length as the amount of data a
device can transfer after each channel agreement since there
is no queueing. The bar charts of Fig. 2 shows that the
analytical models are in close agreement with SimLite for
different packet lengths in both scenarios.

4.1 802.11b Scenario
Fig.2 (top) shows the throughput under the 802.11b sce-

nario. The x-axis is the transmission probability p of each
device and y-axis is throughput.

Dedicated Channel Protocol. The protocol can use only
two channels out of three for data which limits the maxi-
mum throughput to 4 Mbps which is much less than Com-
mon Hopping or McMAC. Given that constraint, however,
Dedicated Control Channel achieves 3.8Mbps.

Parallel Rendezvous Although the control channel is not
saturated, McMAC still performs the best for both short
and long packets because (i) it uses all 3 channels for data
transfer, and (ii) it does not have any quantization overhead
of Common Hopping since it can reuse a channel as soon as
the previous transfer has finished. Common Hopping can-
not reuse a channel until the common hopping sequence has
wrapped around to it. For long packets, McMAC achieves
a remarkable 5.5 Mbps out of 6 Mbps.

Split-phase Approach. The throughput of Split Phase is
the lowest for 1 KB packets and close to the lowest for 10 KB
packets, even though we optimized the control and data du-
rations c and d to be 20 msec and 40 msec. This is because
only three agreements can be made for the three channels
during the control phase.

4.2 802.11a Scenario
The bottom bar chart of Fig. 2 shows the throughput of

the four different protocols in the 802.11a scenario.
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Figure 2: Throughput predicated by the analysis vs.
simulation. Top: 802.11b setting Bottom: 802.11a
setting.

Parallel Rendezvous. McMAC achieves about 31Mbps in
the small packet size case (left bars) and 60Mbps for the
large packet size case (right bars). Note that Dedicated Con-
trol Channel performs slightly better than McMAC when
packets are large, but recall that it uses two radios.

Control Channel Congestion. In single rendezvous proto-
cols, since there is only one control channel, a combination
of short packets and a large number of channels can cause
control channel congestion as shown on the left half of the
plot. The best possible throughput for single rendezvous
channel protocols can be estimated as follows. On average,
one agreement is made every 1/Psucc ≈ e = 2.718 slots.
After each agreement, a 1 KB packet is transferred on aver-
age. Since it takes 6.8 slots to transfer 1 KB packet (200µ
sec per slot), the maximum throughput is (6.8/e) × 6Mbps
≈ 15Mbps. Dedicated Control Channel, Common Hopping
and Split Phase achieve 15Mbps, 9Mbps, and 8Mbps respec-
tively.

Dedicated Channel with Long Packets. Observe that Dedi-
cated Control Channel achieves more than 63Mbps when the
average packet size is 10Kbyte. With large average packet
size, the control channel no longer is a bottleneck. Moreover,
1 out of 12 channel is a small overhead.

4.3 Number of Channels
Fig. 3 shows the throughput results with different numbers

of channels (x-axis) and for two average packet lengths. The
number of devices in each simulation is 6 times the number
of channels. We assume that the bandwidth per channel is
2Mbps. The slot time is 812µs; the channel switching time



is 100µs. For Split Phase, we assume the control and data
durations to be 20 msec and 40 msec respectively.

McMAC scales well with an increasing number of channels
while the single rendezvous protocols do not. The top plot of
Fig. 3 shows that when packets are short, the throughput of
all single channel protocols (Split Phase, Dedicated Control
Channel, Common Hopping) flatten out when the number of
channels is more than six due to control channel congestion.
With longer packets, the flattening of the curves occurs later
with more available channels. However, the bottleneck of
the control channel is only delayed, but not avoided.

The simulation results of [6] (Fig. 11) show that the per-
formance of Split Phase is better than Dedicated Control
Channel as the number of channel increases. The authors
compare MMAC, a Split Phase algorithm with a Dedicated
Control Channel approach, DCA, with 3 to 6 channels. The
aggregate throughput of MMAC with 6 channels was about
3.7Mbps while that of the DCA was 2.3Mbps. Their results
are opposite to our findings shown in Fig.3. The discrepancy
stems mainly from two differences. First, in the channel scal-
ing study of [6] (Fig. 11), the authors assume a sender can
send multiple packets to the same receiver within each data
phase due to queueing. Second, they assume that the traffic
among different devices are disjoint, such that each receiver
will only communicate with one sender. When the traffic is
non-disjoint but queueing is still present, [6] also shows the
performance gap between the two approaches narrows.

4.4 Average Packet Size
Fig. 4 shows the performance with different average packet

sizes (x-axis) when the number of channels is 3 (top) and
12 (bottom). The throughput of every schemes increases
with the size of packets, which can be explained from the
increase in utilization per agreement. In the 802.11b case,
Dedicated Control Channel becomes worse than Split Phase
with packet size larger than 5Kbytes. Dedicated Control
channel is bounded by 4Mbps since one channel is used for
control. The performance of Split Phase depends heavily on
the packet sizes. Its throughput increases to 3.5Mbps with
5Kbyte packet from 1.2Mbps with 1Kbyte packet. It is rec-
ommended that the Split Phase transmit as much as possible
when a mobile gains access to a channel to maintain reason-
able channel utilization. However, even when the packet size
is large, it is worse than the others in the 12-channels case.

4.5 Channel Switching Penalty
Fig. 5 shows the performance with increasing switching

penalty from 100µs to 2000µs when the number of channels
is 3 (top) and 12 (bottom) respectively. Commercial off-
the-shelf 802.11b transceivers require about 100 to 200µsec
to switch channels. The throughput of Common Hopping
and McMAC decreases faster whereas that of Split Phase
and Dedicated Control Channel are almost insensitive to
the switching time. This is because the first two approaches
are based on hopping and incur a penalty every time they
hop. When the switching penalty is high, Dedicated Control
Channel and Split Phase are more efficient.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

5.1 Simulation Model
We developed a slotted-time simulator to compare the dif-

ferent protocols in more realistic settings. There are three

major differences between the simulations and the analyti-
cal model. The first is the existence, in the simulations, of
per-destination packet queues in each device to study the ef-
fects of queueing and delay. Second, the traffic models in the
simulations are more realistic. Third, several protocol im-
provements are added in the simulations. The assumptions
and key features of the simulator are as follows:

• Coarse-Grained Discrete Time: The simulator works
in discrete time. Each slot corresponds to the time re-
quired for making an agreement (e.g., RTS and CTS).

• Modeling of CSMA/CA Medium Contention: In the
analytical model, we approximated the transmission
success probability using the slotted ALOHA model.
The carrier-sense feature in today’s radios in effect re-
duces the penalty of a collision from hundreds of micro-
seconds (packet time scales) to carrier-sense slots (micro-
seconds). We introduce a parameter, the contention
success probability psucc, to model the medium con-
tention mechanism. During each time slot, with proba-
bility psucc, a winner is chosen randomly among all the
devices contending for a channel. By picking appropri-
ate values of psucc we believe that this model can ap-
proximate the behavior and performance of CSMA/CA.
One may argue that this model is an oversimplification
of the situation. However, since this approximation is
used for all models, it should result in a fair compari-
son.

• Queueing of Packets: Each device stores packets in
per-destination queues. To improve performance, once
a device starts sending data, it continues until either its
queue for this destination becomes empty or a preset
medium occupancy limit is reached, or, in the case of
Split Phase only, the data phase has ended.

• Traffic Models: We use two classes of traffic: constant
bit rate (CBR) and file transfers. Fixed-size Packets
arrive periodically in both directions of a CBR connec-
tion. Independently, random file transfer requests with
a geometrically distributed size are generated between
all pairs of devices.

• Split-Phase: For the Split-Phase protocol, to increase
performance, we allow multiple pairs to share a chan-
nel in the same data phase if no more free channels
are available, as in MMAC [6]. Since multiple pairs
may share a channel, contention resolution is required
in the data phase. Additionally, devices that did not
make any channel agreement can go to the last (and
usually the least utilized) channel to send data.

5.2 Impacts of Receiver Contention
For multi-channel MAC, the ideal traffic pattern is a dis-

joint one in which each sender only communicates with one
receiver, and vice versa. When the traffic is non-disjoint,
it is possible for a sender to pick a busy receiver, thereby
wasting throughput. To investigate the impact of receiver
contention, in this section, we vary the number of simul-
taneous CBR connections per device. Each device sets up
CBR connections to δ distinct destinations. The first de-
vice chooses δ different destinations. The rest of the nodes
choose up to δ destinations if they are involved in less than δ



connections. Only destinations who have less than δ connec-
tions are eligible. A larger value of δ corresponds to more
contention for receiver devices, and likely lower efficiency
and longer delays.

Fig. 6 shows the delay vs. throughput of various schemes
as δ increases under the 802.11b settings. Fig. 7 shows the
delay vs. throughput under the 802.11a settings. The top
two graphs correspond to δ = 1 and the bottom ones to
δ = 5. We summarize our observations as follows.

5.2.1 Throughput Degradation
Given a fixed load, as δ increases, the average amount

of data sent over each pair of devices decreases. There-
fore, one expects a shorter communication to take place
after each channel agreement. As a result, the frequency
for making channel agreements increases, thereby decreas-
ing the throughput for all schemes.

Moreover, for Split Phase, a further decrease in the through-
put results as δ increases because each sender has to visit
more receivers to deliver its packets. When these receivers
have chosen different channels during a data phase, a sender
can only deliver a fraction of packets to the subset of re-
ceivers on the same channel, resulting in further loss of effi-
ciency.

For Common Hopping, each device cannot keep track of
which other devices are busy. When δ = 1, the receiver is al-
ways available when a sender successfully wins contention on
the common hop since each receiver talks to only 1 sender.
However, when δ is large, the probability that any particu-
lar receiver is available approaches N−2k−1

N−1
where k is the

number of busy device pairs. This probability is small when
the fraction of devices that are busy is large (i.e., high uti-
lization and a small total number of devices compared to
the number of channels). As a result, the last few channels
are more difficult to be used efficiently.

For McMAC, the cause of degradation is similar to that
of Common Hopping. However, since it allows parallel ren-
dezvous, McMAC suffers less than Common Hopping when
channel agreement traffic increases.

5.2.2 Insensitivity of Dedicated Channel
Fig. 6 (802.11b) shows Dedicated Control Channel is in-

sensitive to the degree of communication because it knows
the channel and device busy status perfectly by using a sec-
ond radio. Since one of the 3 channels is set aside for control
communication, the amount of rendezvous traffic is easily
absorbed by the abundance of control channel capacity. As
the number of available channels increases, the cost of us-
ing an extra channel for control purposes is relatively small,
compared to the gain in knowing the channel and busy sta-
tus of devices. Consequently, Dedicated Control Channel
achieves the highest throughput except when δ = 1.

5.2.3 Delay Curves of Dedicated Channel
The delay curves are not convex under the 802.11a set-

tings and this requires some explanation. We also comment
on the relationship between δ and the delay. The average de-
lay in this case can be viewed as a sum of two stages. First,
a pair of devices must rendezvous on the control channel.
Second, they transfer one or more packets on the agreed
data channel. The two stages saturates under different con-
ditions.

The rendezvous process can generate at most 1
e

or 0.3679

new agreement during every slot, on average. (We used
psucc = e.) In the 802.11a scenario, each 1024-byte packet
lasts roughly 7 time slots. To fully utilize the 12 channels,
the rendezvous process must generate 12/7 > 1 new channel
agreements per time slot which is impossible without send-
ing multiple packets per rendezvous. Therefore, the control
channel will saturate before the data channels do as the load
increases.

When the control channel saturates at a load of roughly
1
e
/ 12

7
or 21.46%, the throughput is (0.2146 × 6 Mbps/channel

×12 channels) or 15.45 Mbps. Therefore, at a load under
15.45 Mbps, the delay is very low because both stages are
under-utilized. Once the first stage starts to saturate, the
delay increases quickly for the first time. This explains the
first jump in the delay at around 15 Mbps.

As the load increases, the number of queues waiting to be
serviced in stage 1 remains constant due to the fixed traffic
pattern, the average service delay in stage 1 is relatively
insensitive to load. Since the total delay is dominated by the
stage 1 delay before the second stage saturates, the delay
rises very slowly. Finally, when the load approaches the
capacity of the data channels, the second stage saturates,
and hence the delay increases rapidly again.

Next, we note that when only the stage 1 has saturated,
the delay at any particular load is roughly proportional to
δ. For instance, the delays at 40 Mbps for δ = 1, 2, 5 are in
the ratios of roughly 1:2:5. Once the first stage saturates,
one can view it as a random scheduler that serves the N × δ
always-backlogged queue pairs at a rate of 1/e in an i.i.d.
fashion. The arrival rate of the second stage is equivalent
to the output rate of the first stage. The service time of
the second stage represents the time required to empty the
sender’s queue. The average amount of data found in a
queue is proportional to the delay of stage 1 and inversely
proportional to δ. Since the delay of stage 1 is proportional
to δ, the service time of stage 2 is roughly independent of δ.

In summary, as δ increases, stage 1 slows down proportion-
ally, while stage 2 remains at about the same rate, resulting
in a delay that is proportional to δ.

5.3 Impact of Medium Occupancy Time Limit
In this subsection, we evaluate the delay performance us-

ing a mixture of long-lived CBR flows and some random
file transfers. Allowing a device to transmit until the queue
becomes empty can help achieve a higher throughput be-
cause more data can be transferred per channel agreement.
However, the delay and/or jitter experienced by CBR flows
might be worse.

We randomly pair up each device with another and add
a CBR connection between them. The CBR connections
have the same data rate, and sum up to 10% of the channel
utilization. Then we start random i.i.d. file transfers with
geometrically distributed lengths among every pair. The
mean file size is 10KB. The arrival rate of the files is adjusted
to give a total offered load between 10% (i.e., no file traffic)
to 90% (i.e., 80% file traffic). MAC protocols send types of
packets equally in a first-come-first-served order for the same
destination, and randomly across different destinations.

We ran the simulation experiments with two sets of net-
work parameters. However, due to space constraints and
the similarity between the two, we present only the results
pertaining to the 802.11a scenario. Fig. 8 shows the delay
experienced by CBR traffic under 802.11a with occupancy



Parameter Investigated Dedicated Control Channel Split Phase Common Hopping McMAC
Ability to Use Many Channels Good for long pkts Limited Limited Good

Limited for short pkts
Sensitivity to Packet Len High if many avail. channels High High Medium

(Lower is better) Low if few avail. channels
Sensitivity to Channel Switching Time Low Low Very High High

(Lower is better)
Sensitivity to Receiver Contention Low Medium High Medium

(Lower is better)

Table 1: Summary of comparison of four representative protocols under different operating conditions.

limits of 3.3 ms (top) and 10.5 ms (bottom) respectively.
The jitter curves follow the same trend as the delay ones,
and are omitted.

In all cases, the increase in the medium occupancy limit
reduces the delay for the CBR traffic. Furthermore, the
standard deviation of delay (not shown) is almost identical
in value to the delay. In short, both delay and jitter are
lower as one increases the medium occupancy limit. Allow-
ing devices to occupy the medium longer not only benefits
the file transfer traffic, but also the CBR traffic by reducing
delay and jitter for all.

Simulation results show that Split Phase does not benefit
from a longer medium occupancy limit. As we saw in Fig. 6
and Fig. 7, when the traffic is non-disjoint, the performance
of Split Phase is severely impacted because a device can
only communicate with a small subset of others during each
data phase. Due to the small amount of traffic sent to each
destination, a longer occupancy limit is not useful.

Common Hopping improves tremendously as one increases
the occupancy limits indicating that the rendezvous process
is indeed a bottleneck. McMAC improves moderately but
not drastically because the reduction in rendezvous traffic
has less effect on parallel rendezvous protocols where ren-
dezvous is less of a bottleneck.

The throughput of Dedicated Control Channel increases
dramatically as the medium occupancy limit increases un-
der the 802.11a settings with 12 channels because the ren-
dezvous is indeed the bottleneck. It improves only a little
in the 802.11b case with 3 channels (not shown) because
rendezvous is not the bottleneck.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We classified various multi-channel MAC protocols into

4 generalized categories: Dedicated Control Channel, Com-
mon Hopping, Split Phase, and McMAC. We then compared
them using analysis and simulation. We developed analyt-
ical models for the four protocols using Markov chains and
simulated them in a time slotted simulator under a variety
of operating conditions. Tab.1 summarizes our findings.

Overall, when channels are numerous and packets are short,
multiple rendezvous protocols perform better than single
rendezvous protocols by eliminating the control channel bot-
tleneck. When traffic is non-disjoint, all protocols except
Dedicated Control Channel, which use only 1 radio cannot
monitor channel and neighbor busy status perfectly, thereby
reducing achievable throughput. Also note that separating
control packets from data packets does not improve perfor-
mance because when the data channels are congested, gen-
erating more successful rendezvous is useless. Finally, we
found that when MAC protocols treat various packet types

(e.g., real-time video and file transfers) equally, allowing a
sender to transmit multiple packets to the same destination
after each rendezvous is highly beneficial. The throughput,
delay, and jitter improve for all types of packets, using any
of the 4 protocols.
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Figure 3: Throughput vs. no.
of channels. Avg. packet size is
1Kbyte (top) or 10Kbytes (bot-
tom).
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Figure 4: Throughput vs. packet
size; Slot Time = 812µs (Top) and
200µs (Bottom); Switching Time
= 100µs.
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Figure 5: Throughput vs. Switch-
ing Penalty: Slot Time = 812µs
(Top) and 200µs (Bottom).
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Figure 6: Avg per packet delay vs.
CBR traffic load. Top: δ = 1; Bot-
tom: δ = 5; 802.11b settings.
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Figure 7: Avg. per packet delay
vs. CBR traffic load. Top: δ = 1;
Bottom: δ = 5; 802.11a settings.
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Figure 8: Effects of medium oc-
cupancy limit under the 802.11a
scenario. The senders have to re-
linquish the medium after 3.3ms
(top) vs 10.5ms (bottom).


